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Solving equations coloring worksheet pdf

Do you want a CAS program and a free graphics calculator on your computer? Here's a free addition from Microsoft that will turn Word and OneNote into the top math programs. Microsoft's new mathematics supplements for Word 2007 and 2010 are great tools for working with mathematics in Office. It allows you to create beautiful graphs and finish the equation without buying expensive mathematical
programs. To get started, download Microsoft's Add-in Mathematics (link below), and install it as usual. Make sure you've gone out of Word and OneNote before you start setup. Additional Mathematics generates a beautiful 3D graph powered by DirectX, so you'll be prompted to install the latest version of DirectX at the end of the installation. When you open Word 2010 or 2007, you'll see a new
Mathematics tab in the ribbon. Here you can silent the equation, graph and more directly into your Word document. OneNote 2010 will have the same Mathematics tab, although OneNote 2007 won't because it doesn't have a ribbon. OneNote works mainly good to use with mathematics because it uses a more independent style of editing shapes. OneNote includes a very interesting feature: you can insert
similarities with a digital disk. When editing a new equation, click Disk Equation to start writing equations on your touch screen. This will open a new window where you can write your similarities on your touchscreen or Wacom tablet. You can also write similarities to your mouse, although generally it will be faster to type them! Note that the application automatically shows the above written equation
interpretation. If it seems like it gets it wrong, keep writing; it will often be autocorrect when you finish your equation. Alternatively, you can insert a variety of pre-built equations by clicking the down arrow under the Equation button in either application. More equations are available Office.com you want to add to your gallery. In Word, you'll have access to a variety of built-in equation editing tools. OneNote
includes similar tools, but it's a little less displayed. Once you get the inserted equation, you want to see, click the Graph button. Depending on the equation, you can plot the graph in 2D or 3D. This will open additional Graphs where you can choose zoom levels, wireframes, animations, and more. This results in a very nice complex graph. Click Enter to add a graph to your document. You can also use
Mathematics addin to solve, integrate, or distinguish your equation. Here we distinguish, then rein in. This is a simple example, but mathematical plugins can handle harder equations without problems. This can be a help great for students, and almost like basic free math! Here are other similarities where we are resolved for x. Quite good work. Additional mathematics can handle a fairly complex equation,
but when we try to solve the Binominal Theorem for x, we receive an error message. However, we are impressed with how much this addon can do! No What level of mathematics you are taking, Add-in Mathematics is a great tool to help you advance your math skills with the software you already have. No need to buy expensive graphics calculator programs; This simple addition from Microsoft can turn
Office into a nice CAS and graphing suite! If you want to make Word a great tool for more educational and research work, see Add-in Chemistry for Word too! Download Additional Mathematics for Word and OneNote This site isn't available in your country In mathematics, the linear equation is one that contains two variables and can be plotted on the graph as a straight line. The linear equation system is a
group of two or more linear equations that all contain the same set of variables. Linear equation systems can be used to model real-world problems. They can be solved using several different methods: GraphingSubstitutionElimination by additionalElimination with rejection of Eric Raptosh Photography/Blend Images/Getty Images Grafing is one of the easiest ways to solve the linear equation system. All
you have to do is graph each equation as a line and find the point at which the intersect line. For example, consider the following linear equation systems that contain x andy variables: y = x + 3y = -1x - 3 This equation is already written in the form of slopes-bypass, making it easy to graph. If the equation is not written in the form of bypassing the slope, you need to facilitate it first. Once that's done, settling
for x and y needs just a few simple steps: 1. Graph both in common. 2. Find the point where the equation intersects. In this case, the answer is (-3, 0). 3. Verify that your answer is correct with the install value x = -3 and y = 0 into the original equation. y = x + 3(0) = (-3) + 30 = 0 y = -1x - 30 = -1(-3) - 30 = 3 - 30 = 0 Other ways to solve the equation system is by replacement. With this method, you basically
simplify one equation and put it in another, which allows you to eliminate one of the unknown variables. Consider the following linear equation system: 3x + y = 6x = 18 -3y In the second equation, x is already isolated. If that doesn't happen, we need to first simplify the equation to isolate x. Once isolated x in the second equation, we can then replace the x in the first equation with the equivalent value of the
second equation: (18 - 3y). 1. Replace x in the first equation with x value given in the second equation. 3 (18 – 3y) + y = 6 2. Simplify each side of the equation. 54 - 9y + y = 654 - 8y = 6 3. Solve the equation to y. 54 – 8y – 54 = 6 – 54-8y = -48-8y/-8 = -48/-8 y = 6 4. Y plug-in = 6 and finish for x. x = 18 -3yx = 18 -3(6)x = 18 - 18x = 0 5. that (0,6) is the solution. x = 18 -3y0 = 18 – 3(6)0 = 18 -180 = 0 If the
linear equation you provide is written with variables on one side and a marketer on the other, the easiest way to finish the system is by elimination. Considering the following system linear equations: x + y = 1803x + 2y = 414 1. First, write the equation next to each other so you can easily compare the coating with each variable. 2. Next, multiply the first equation with -3. -3(x + y = 180) 3. Why are we
breeding by -3? Add the first similarities to the second to find out. -3x + -3y = -540+ 3x + 2y = 4140 + -1y = -126 We have now eliminated the variable x. 4. Finish for variables y: y = 126 5. Y Plug-in = 126 to find x. x + y = 180x + 126 = 180x = 54 6. Verify that (54, 126) is the right answer. 3x + 2y = 4143(54) + 2(126) = 414414 = 414 Other ways to settle with elimination is to refuse, rather than add, the
linear equation given. Consider the following linear equation systems: y - 12x = 3y - 5x = -4 1. Instead of adding similarities, we can push them to eliminate y. y - 12x = 3- (y - 5x = -4)0 - 7x = 7 2. Finish for x. -7x = 7x = -1 3. Plug-in x = -1 to finish y. y - 12x = 3y - 12(-1) = 3y + 12 = 3y = -9 4. Verify that (-1, -9) is the right solution. (-9) - 5(-1) = -4-9 + 5 = -4-4 = -4 This Before You Start part will help prepare you
to start solving your problem. Effective troubleshooting requires a quiet mind and a cool body. Stress makes it harder to think clearly and creatively. Negative feelings include fear, anger, embarrassment, guilt, and hopeless. If these feelings are intense or warm, they can interfere with our ability to think logically. Negative thoughts are ideas that focus on bad things that have happened or may happen in the
future without leaving room to think constructively about how things can improve. This list contains some common signs of stress. Check the list and determine if you might experience any signs of stress now. Keep a list to keep monitoring your pressure marks as needed. Physical Signs Of excessive headache sweating Muscle Loss Problems Weight loss or sleep problems loss breathlessness No energy
or feeling fatigue Loss of sex drive that cannot be explained hair loss quickly beats Signs of Too much Drinking Behavior Using medications Eating more/less than normal sleep problems/ difficulty sleeping increases tobacco using Increased hair consumption‐ Cawistin Pacing Grinding Toothbrush Override activities Bossy Laughing or crying inappropriately Screaming or shouting Fights Choosing Too fast
Road Rage compulsive purchasing comulsively Avoiding friends and family Signs of Quick Frustration Concern Irritation with others Lose interest feelings of hostility Feel stressed or The sudden shift in the mood of Discomfort Increases the mood numbing sense of Emotional Overreacting to unexpected situations Problems with Thinking Problems concentrate Misunderstanding others Trouble considering
the bad things judgment Racing Thought Difficulty makes decisions Feel overwhelmed or humble‐ to criticize yourself Negative self‐ctively determine if the problem can realistically be changed is an important first question in determining the problem. Some situations cannot be changed, but we can find ways to deal with them better. For example, if someone suffers a disabling injury, he may not be able to
change his medical condition, but he can find a way to handle it more optimistically and to make the most of his current abilities. Remember, you can't control the weather, but if you see that the rain is in the forecast, you can bring your umbrella or modify your outdoor plans. Facts separate from the assumptions separating facts from assumptions are critical parts that accurately describe your problem.
Sometimes we make assumptions, especially when we are depressed. If we act on assumptions, we may not succeed in solving problems. Although you know that it is important to separate the facts from the assumption, it is not always easy to do. Often we don't know we make assumptions. Therefore, a good thumb rule is to take some time to think about your problem, and find the facts. Find evidence
that supports your description of your problem. Try to make sure you look at the whole picture and have all the key information. And again, it's useful to ask a friend or colleague for help. Finding Facts Sometimes people try to solve problems before they know all the facts. However, with any inconvenient circumstances, it is important to find information that you may not have at your fingertips. For example,
you probably won't impulsively buy a car if you don't know how many gas mileage is obtained, or how often this particular model is damaged. Likewise, it's not a good idea to try to solve problems before you know most facts. A simple guide to use when searching for facts is to think like detectives or press journalists trying to get facts. Ask questions like who, what, when, where, and how. Remember to use
a clear language when describing these facts. If we don't, we can blow things out of proportion or easily misunderstand. What is the obvious language? Asking a trusted friend or colleague is often a useful way to determine if we are being clear. In setting goals, identify which can actually be achieved. While we will not encourage you from following your dreams, you are unlikely to be able to achieve them
unless they are reasonable, and this can lead to feelings of frustration, depression, and failure. If the goal seems too big to try to achieve for now, follow the Simplification, that is, breaks the problem into smaller ones, while still keeping your final destination in mind. In setting goals, remember that it is important to understand the difference between two types of goals. The problem-focused goal is those
involving changes in the nature of a situation so that it is no longer a problem. Such a goal is more appropriate circumstances can, in fact, be changed. Examples include saving more money, improving communication with a spouse, or losing weight. On the other hand, emotionally focused goals are those where situations cannot be changed, or where your emotional reaction is too warm. For example, fear
that you may not be able to get a satisfactory job, while it is understood, may cause more harm than good if not saddened. Holding on to endurance, anger, or jealousy is another example. Therefore, when setting goals, you need to think about the right type of goals for the problem you are trying to deal with. Problem-focused goals usually require some action; Emotionally focused goals often require
acceptance, forgiveness, stress management, or other ways to minimize your negative emotions from becoming warm. What makes your situation a problem for you? This is the main question to answer so that you correctly determine your problem. Usually problems involve obstacles to overcome or conflict to resolve; we may not have sufficient resources or knowledge to achieve goals, or there may be too
many goals to choose from. As with most difficult life problems, there are usually various factors that exist that contribute to this problem. Identifying those factors helps us finally identify effective solutions. Obstacles that make problem situations may include: Obstacles: something that restricts your path to goals. Conflicting goals: conflicts between yourself and others, or between two opposing goals you
have identified. Reduced resources : lack of skills or resources required which makes achieving your goals very difficult. The unknown or unfamiliar: the situation you had not faced before that made it difficult to know what to do. Complexity: the situation looks very complicated and warm. Emotional difficulties: your own emotional reaction is hard to overcome. When looking at yourself as a troubleshooting
traveler, the question to ask specifically yourself is—what's stopping me from getting from A (where am I now) to B (where do I want to go)? Think about the problems you're experiencing—write down what you think is an obstacle, conflicting goals, complexity, lack of resources, emotional difficulties, or unknown/unfamiliar aspects that turn your situation into a problem. In other words, what kind of
roadblocks, long tunnels, expensive tolls, winding roads, or dangerous hills should you take into account when planning your trip to get to your destination? In doing so, remember to use clear language and to separate from assumptions! These obstacles are what you need to overcome to solve this problem. This notion suggests that it is important to generate many solution options because having more
solutions increases your chances of ultimately identifying high-quality alternatives. Think simple examples of finding to buy a new pair of pants—what kind of store is maybe have your size and preferences, a large store or a small shop? Obviously a big one! Having more options allows you to choose the pants that suit you best! In applying quantity principles, remember to apply external rules of multi-task
troubleshooting; that is, when thinking about the list of ideas-writing them! Don't Judge The second Principle recommends that you postpone the consideration, suggesting that you record every idea that comes to mind to increase the number of ideas you can generate. Prematurely reject ideas that limit creative thinking! On the other hand, postponing considerations increase your ability to think of effective
ideas. For example, although the idea seems stupid or initially impossible, it may trigger other related ideas that are not stupid or impossible. Therefore, you need to refrain from evaluating or evaluating the solution at this time. There is only one criterion to use at the moment—the idea is relevant to the problem at hand. Otherwise, remember that there are no right or wrong alternatives at this point— if you
catch yourself (even silently) assess any ideas you have, STOP and remind yourself that this will reduce creativity. Think of Variety According to this third principle, the greater the diversity of alternatives produced, the higher-quality ideas will be produced. Strategy is a general course of action that you can take to address the problem. Tactics are specific measures involved in putting the strategy given into
action. To improve your creativity, see a list of alternatives and try to identify the various strategies you generate. For example, a strategy to earn more money can include: (a) borrow money, (b) steal money (we know this is not a good one, but remember to postpone judgment! ), (c) get a second job, (d) reduce spending, etc. Specific tactics of loan money can include (a) borrowing from banks, (b) borrowing
from John's cousin, (c) borrowing from loan sharks, (d) borrowing from credit unions, (d) borrowing from your boss, etc. If any strategy has some specific tactics, try to generate more. Then try to think about some new strategies and then some new tactics for each new strategy. Stimulate Your Creativity: Getting Unstuck If you get stuck and can't think of many alternatives, here's an extra way to stimulate
your creativity: Imagine how others can try to solve this problem. Think of someone you admire, like your best friend, your favorite uncle, Dali Lama, a sports hero, or your favorite character from a book or movie. Use the principle of visualization. Think of the problem in your imagination, and then describe the you try to cope with it and achieve your troubleshooting goals. Think about different ways to
achieve those goals. Combine different ideas. This can help to produce alternatives of new solutions or to modify alternatives either to improve them or produce new ones. If generating multiple alternatives proves a little For you, one way to improve your basic creativity skills is to practice with fun examples. For example, generating as many ideas as possible about what you can do with a single brick.
Believe it or not, within minutes, you can develop a list that can overcome more than 100 ideas if you follow the rules of incest. For pleasure, go go go enough and try an example of this practice. Write down as many ideas as you can about different things you can do with a single brick. If you're experiencing some creative blocks, remember the principle of incest. When predicting the consequences or
effects of alternatives given, there are a few questions you should ask. First, you need to try to answer the following two questions about alternative effectiveness: Will this solution help me achieve my goals? Will I actually be able to run it? A second set of questions involves predicting personal, social, short-term, and long-term consequences of each alternative. What's the impact on me? (Personal
consequences can include: emotional, psychological, and physical well-being; time and effort required; financial well-being; effects on value.) What are social consequences? (That is, what are the effects on others, such as family, friends, neighbors, colleagues, etc?) What are the immediate consequences of this alternative? What are the long distance effects of this solution? To identify the best solution for
you, consider each alternative rating by weighing their pros and cons. To evaluate an alternative, give each rating idea based on your response to each of the following four questions. Rating is: plus rating = positive or yes, or subtract rating = negative or no. When you're done, each option will have 4 ratings. Will this alternative achieve my goals? Can I run it? What's the overall effect on myself, both short-
term and long-term? What are the overall effects on others, both short-term and long-term? See your rating for your three solutions and choose the best solution that works for you. An effective alternative is those with the least push count and the most plusses. If there are some, you can start developing an Action Plan. If most or all of your alternatives are rated as generally negative, consider whether you
correctly define the problem or generate enough alternatives. Choose an alternative that has the best assessment to develop an action plan. This plan may be simple or comprehensive. If you initially identified very few obstacles for your goals, a simple plan that requires only one or two alternatives may be sufficient. However, sometimes tougher problems require more comprehensive actions. For example,
you might want to choose a combination of several alternatives that will be carried out at the same time. This will be appropriate when it seems that such a coalition may be more effective than any solution or when there are various obstacles that need to be overcome. Many problems in life are complex and involve various obstacles to overcome, so identifying some solutions to include in a larger action
plan may be advised. You may also need to think about offline plans (i.e. what to do if the alternatives or sets of options provided are ineffective). Once your action plan is set up, the final step is to fill in details about how, when, and where it will be conducted. At this point, write this plan down (Externalize) and/or imagine yourself running a plan (Visualize) to consider one last time how good the plan you
believe is. Just as your doctor takes your blood pressure to determine how certain drugs work, it is important for you to monitor the outcome of your action plan. Before you make an action plan, you are asked to predict the pros and cons of possible solutions. After you run your action plan, collect information to determine if your predictions are correct. Determine whether your action plan helps you achieve
your goals. Now is the time to reward yourself for the efforts to solve your problem! Rewards can involve buying new video games or DVDs, new articles of clothing, watching your favorite movies, cooking your favorite meals or buying good seats at upcoming sporting events. Perhaps your reward shares your progress with someone who cares about you or catches up with an old friend. You can also reward
yourself by taking some time I deserve to spend doing something that you usually don't have time to do. This is to reward your efforts! Therefore, this DOES NOT mean that you need to limit your self-rewards only to successfully solve the problem, but even more so to just try! Regardless of the results of any one problem, by trying to put your Planful Troubleshooting skills to work and monitor results, you
will always improve your skills. And that's worth rewarding thoughts and negative feelings will interfere with your ability to identify effective ways to deal with problems. Here are some tips to help you overcome it: beware of your negative thoughts and feelings. Get evidence to challenge your negative thoughts. Accept your negative feelings, but don't let them take over. Focus on what you can change, not on
things that can't be changed. Your mind cannot operate at your best when you are experiencing stress. To reduce stress symptoms, do any relaxation exercises that work to Deep breathing muscle loosening Progressive Yawn Count slowly from 1-10 Meditation Visualize Pray Pray Pray
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